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ABSTRACT
This paper examines digital mobilisation with respect to knowledge
production, legitimacy and power in Sudan since new
communication and surveillance technologies became widespread.
Enthusiasm for digital opposition peaked with the Arab Spring and
troughed through the repressive government apparatus. Social
media (SMS, Facebook, Twitter) and crowdsourcing technologies
can threaten the government’s control over the public sphere as
participatory practices. To arrive at this finding, we argue the
significance of epistemological tools of those who control the
representation of digital power, and approach state legitimacy as
an ongoing and fragile process of constructing “reality” that
requires continuous work to stabilise and uphold. At the same
time, the paper describes an international counterpublic of
security researchers and hackers who revealed that the Sudanese
government invested greatly in controlling the digital landscape.
We analyse Nafeer, a local grass-roots initiative for flood-disaster-
relief that made use of digital media despite the digital
suppression. Nafeer’s challenge to the state came from the way it
threatened the state-monopoly over knowledge, revealing both
the fragility and the power of state legitimacy.
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Social media is widely thought to have been inseparable from the Tunisian and Egyptian
revolutions of 2011, yet the role of digital activism in overthrowing governments remains
highly debated.1 Social media can help mobilise people around a common purpose. This
has doubtlessly changed the scope of revolutions as well as wider activities to support
citizen engagement and oversight including elections monitoring, constitution-making
processes, and human rights and crisis reporting.2 Digital media have introduced new
tools and techniques for the politically engaged to gather and share information, poten-
tially altering the balance of power. However, governments also vie for control through
new digital technologies, justifying this control as “anti-terror measures” in, for
example, the United States and Germany, or as part of an “anti-western” morality in
Sudan. Furthermore, the quest for surveillance and digital control is under scrutiny by
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a “counterpublic” of surveillance researchers and political hackers, which reveal details
about governments’ digital capabilities. Governments are aware of the potential subversive
power of social media, co-opting it in order to secure and hold onto power.3 Social media
(SMS, Facebook, and Twitter) and crowdsourcing technologies facilitate participatory and
discursive practices of producing evidence and shaping the official narrative by enabling
people to engage in different representations of reality. Legitimacy is concerned with
control over knowledge and social media use is perceived to threaten this control.

This paper examines knowledge production, legitimacy and power in the Sudan in the
last decade since digital mobilisation became widespread. The enthusiasm for digital
opposition peaked in parallel with the rise of the Arab Spring, then troughed through
the repressive apparatus of the ruling National Congress Party (NCP). Sudan’s investment
in a digital upgrade of that apparatus, through hacking software, web monitoring devices
and a governmental “Cyber-Jihad” unit, was partly responsible for this decline. Addition-
ally, the government has used a moral discourse against digital technologies and tried to
silence and appropriate alternative movements to stabilise its legitimacy.

In examining knowledge production and digital publics in Sudan, we move away from
technological determinist-thinking implicit in an “open source” ideology that emphasises
the liberating potential of social media as a means to counter state control or any hierarch-
ical or hegemonic order. The argument made is that representations of technological
control are powerful. Moving away from conceptions of knowledge as repressive tech-
niques of power4 residing in hierarchies and elites,5 we approach state legitimacy as an
ongoing and fragile process of constructing “reality”, which requires continuous work
to stabilise and uphold.6 Digital practices then consist of the ways people use technology
towards both the ongoing workings and the contestations of power in gathering and
sharing politically-engaged information.

Drawing on participant observations and interviews carried out by both authors
between 2010 and 2015 in Sudan7, this paper explores the digital capabilities of the Suda-
nese government as they were revealed by political hackers and security researchers. We
illustrate how digital infrastructure reinforces the public imagination of state power and
the state’s imagined threat of counterpublics by describing the NCP’s digital actions
and how they resulted in bloggers and digital activists going off-line between 2011 and
2013. Our exemplary case is Nafeer, a grass-roots initiative that made use of digital
media despite the history of digital suppression. It was widely praised for its use of
digital media in the 2013 flood-disaster-relief, hailed as an example of citizen mobilisation,
and a parallel “market of information” that seemed to counter state legitimacy. We argue
that Nafeer’s digital success had to do with tedious practical work. Following Latour,8 tech-
nical mediation revealed the representational practices of the various actors involved
(NCP, field volunteers, fundraisers, digital engineers and international players), as
digital technologies mapped onto the grassroots architecture of a long-existing social
form, the work group, and the networks of trust and organisation that came with it.
Nafeer was indeed powerful in the sense of “getting things done”; this was possible
through strong interpersonal networks and skilled volunteers who maintained the “action-
able information” in a strategic way that kept the information close to the ground. Its chal-
lenge to the state came through the ways digital communication and information tools
challenged a state monopoly over knowledge. Technologies seemed to threaten knowledge
control. Thus, we conclude by asserting digital “publics” do not causally spring from
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digital media, but materialise as they provide for the creation and circulation of alternative
visions of social order.

In the next section, we outline our conceptualisations of counterpublics, knowledge
production and state legitimacy, and digital communications. Then we review the
recent history of Sudan’s digital apparatus, its hardware and how it is used as a mechanism
of suppression and violence. Lastly, we investigate the case of Nafeer and discuss its
broader implications.

Conceptualising counterpublics as knowledge and power

Digital media has been euphorically promoted by observers as a hope for a better life, a
cure-all for Africa’s problems by promoting information transparency, truth and
justice. With interactive possibilities of internet 1.0 and 2.0, there were widespread
assumptions of development,9 democracy10 and improved living conditions11 among
scholars and practitioners alike. While scholarship has become more nuanced and critical,
such assumptions continue among humanitarian practitioners, such as the belief that
“transparency breeds self-correcting behavior”12 and that accountability mechanisms
improve government responses to crises. Recently, mass analysis of user-generated
content, Big Data, is seen as an “intelligent tool that can help combat poverty, crime,
and pollution.”13 Cherlet14 calls beliefs about technology and its purported outcome a
form of “epistemic determinism”. In this thinking, people are facilely united into an inter-
active dialogue and possibly a shared purpose as a public or a counterpublic through the
open and participatory capacities of new technologies such as Bernal described for
Eritrea.15 However, understanding the role of digital media requires embedding them in
a political context in which they can threaten and also bolster governments’ legitimacies.

Interactive platforms such as Facebook, Twitter and Ushahidi16 enable publics, defined
in the sense of an open space for dialogue, rather than in the Habermasian17 sense of
“public sphere” as rational communication for finding consensus. Transported into the
digital realm, this view of publics retains the criteria of being autonomous from the
state and market, and capable of critical, reflexive and inclusive discussion.18 Depending
on the platform, people can participate in varying degrees and forms. Content is struc-
tured by both the technology used to collect and represent information, and by what
people do with the data, for example, editing, aggregating or ranking them. Even
though the content is “open”, technology shapes representations of knowledge, emphasis-
ing, framing and erasing some data over others. Our conception of publics and counter-
publics derives from this interplay of technology and people. We refer to both publics and
counterpublics in order to draw attention to multiple technological and discursive arenas,
some which subvert or challenge dominant discourses.19 We take the view that digital
publics and counterpublics form in the selecting, shaping and framing of knowledge
that is made possible by a digitally-linked collective, thereby emphasising the represen-
tational, semiotic “truth-constructing” dimension.

To study techno-social processes of forging publics in Sudan, we draw from the concept
of “technological translation” as developed in Science and Technology Studies (STS) litera-
ture.20 STS uses “translation” to understand the transformation of things, people and/or
information through mediation, invention and creation.21 Translation occurs at the
level of representation. It involves a change in what is translated and the translator: a
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change of use, users and technologies themselves. A new “form emerges that did not pre-
viously exist”.22 We contend that knowledge through digital tools emerges through trans-
lations, and can be used in different ways according to epistemologies of the actors and
institutions that generate and control it.

Following from this, governments’ interest in self-preservation and legitimacy is poten-
tially challenged by digital media. Any attempt to form counterpublics in Sudan, whether
politically motivated or not, challenges the government’s almost total monopoly over
knowledge dissemination. Governments that build their legitimacy on fear, compliance
and obedience are threatened by new information flows. Analysing Soviet dictatorships,
philosophers Fehér, Heller and Márkus defined a “social order [as] legitimated if at
least one part of the population acknowledges it as exemplary and binding and the
other part does not confront the existing social order with the image of an alternative
one as equally exemplary.”23 Our case considers how new social mass media undermine
state legitimacy by altering normative standards24 and producing an alternative social
order. They offer new access to education,25 and undermine and alter beliefs26 and the
meaning of symbols,27 important elements of legitimacy. This understanding of legitimacy
locates it within the arena of representation, the outcome of performative and symbolic
work, and an image of institutional “reality” that is take-for-granted as the status quo.28

Counterpublics engendered by digital technologies can threaten ruling hegemonies,
since they question not only the means of coercion, but “the acceptance (even if fragmen-
tary and not fully conscious) of the rulers’ definitions of reality by the ruled”.29 This threat
is not limited to counterpublics within a national frame. Hackers, security researchers, and
leaks that expose the proliferation of surveillance technologies form a transnational coun-
terpublic reveal the double standard of governments’ moralities. This can show how gov-
ernments compromise their own standards, be it privacy-related or concerning their
political stance.

The Sudanese government, similar to other governments, actively controls local and
transnational counterpublics, discussed further below. Technologies’ potential to enable
digital publics must be considered in its socio-political and cultural context, where
power and representation are tied to how actors use technologies and how technologies
shape knowledge. Both the power of digital counterpublics and the legitimacy of the gov-
ernment are fragile.

Sudan’s digital landscape: the government and digital mobilisation

Sudanese digital activism is embedded in global and local politics. It is subject to sanctions
and surveillance from the Sudanese government. It is also constrained by a US-embargo30

on the import and export of goods to and from Sudan since 1997, due to an alleged con-
nection with so-called terrorist activity. US sanctions directed at the Sudanese government
inadvertently reinforce Sudan’s oppressive and controlled media policy of its own
people.31 Until 2014, residents in Sudan could not download or update American software
for personal use, leaving operating systems unprotected and vulnerable. These sanctions
were partially lifted in 2014, and further in 2018, and companies such as Google and
even NASA situationally have by-passed sanctions.

Despite restrictions, Sudan went from less than 1% internet use by individuals in 2000
to 22.7% in 2013. Almost 30% of people can access the internet at home. With over 27
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million mobile phone subscriptions32 in a population of 37 million, digital access by ordin-
ary people has grown exponentially. Regional movements, such as the separation of South
Sudan and the political fate of Darfur and South Kordofan, were heavily debated on
popular websites such as Sudanese Online, Sudan Vision, Sudan Tribune and Facebook.
Civil society groups, local CBOs and NGOs have set up websites and Facebook pages.
According to Glade,33 writing about youth activism, these purportedly “apolitical, [and]
social justice oriented volunteer initiatives will likely be more important for Sudanese poli-
tics and society” than overtly political groups. They have similar social networks, built up
skills through ties with the diaspora and forged alliances with other groups in the opposi-
tion, making it possible to “maintain activities in a productive manner that could connect
with governance”.34 Despite their overtly apolitical stance, the existence of such networks
and the effect of creating an alternative social order are treated as a threat to the govern-
ment’s legitimacy. In parallel with a growing digital capacity in civil society, the govern-
ment has upgraded its technical capabilities to control political activists’ internet use,
exert oppression and instil fear, and interfere with volunteer activities.

The technical capabilities of Sudan’s government

An important aspect of the political context for social media use in Sudan is the govern-
ment’s investment in its technical capabilities. The Sudanese National Intelligence and
Security Services (NISS) controls digital media use through multiple strategies, including
blocking, controlling, jamming and slowing down certain websites, and hacking private
accounts. NISS acquired ProxySG-servers from the US company Blue Coat, which
enable governments and corporations to intercept internet traffic. Software also comes
from the Italian software company Hacking Team, which enables access to private
devices, including access to data, camera, and microphones. Soft- and hardware purchases
contravene US sanctions and the Wassenaar Arrangement35 for the non-proliferation of
dual-use software.

ProxySG allows controlling, restricting and intercepting private information, including
encrypted (via SSL/https) information, such as that used to access bank accounts and
private emails. This technology is used in Sudan “in conjunction with another Blue
Coat technology called WebFilter [which conducts mass-surveillance filtered by cat-
egories]. The categories range from uncontroversial categories like ‘malicious sources’
and ‘spam’ to topics like ‘alternative spirituality/belief’ or ‘religion’.”36 Further, ProxySG
can slow down37 particular websites (including https), potentially and subtly guiding
people away from information provided on the slowed websites.38

The scientists named the report revealing Sudan’s acquisition of Blue Coat’s ProxySG,
“Some devices wander by mistake”. We question this “mistake”. Cooperation between the
CIA and the Sudanese security forces has long been suspected, brought to attention by the
Los Angeles Times in 2005.39 The CIA reportedly brought Salah Gosh, the chief of Suda-
nese security forces to the US for cooperation. In 2010, the Washington Post wrote that
despite “a genocidal track record” and Sudan being classified as a “terrorist state, […]
the CIA is continuing to train and equip Sudan’s intelligence service in the name of
fighting terrorism”.40 Citing a former security officer serving in Sudan, the article went
on to quote: “‘There have also been transfers of equipment’ to the NISS, he said, ‘compu-
ters, etcetera’”.41
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Despite such digital capabilities, Sudanese security cannot be seen as unified politically.
It is divided and not all instances of government have access to such means of surveillance.
Some dissidents have been tracked by the government, while others have been asked about
Facebook passwords.42 Questions remain as to whether the Sudanese government is in
control of these servers. Edward Snowden’s documents state that X-KEYSCORE, a US
National Security Agency (NSA) programme has a server in Sudan. X-KEYSCORE can
monitor “‘nearly everything a typical user does on the internet’, including the content
of emails, websites visited and searches, as well as their metadata [up to] ‘real-time’ inter-
ception of an individual’s internet activity.”43

Still, it appears clear that some software was acquired by NISS from Hacking Team.44 A
480 GB data leak from Hacking Team orchestrated by hacker Phineas Phisher revealed
Hacking Team had received the first payment from NISS in 2012 for software called
Remote Control Services (RCS).45 RCS remotely installs spying software on targeted
devices and records conversations through messenger services such as Skype, and copies
cookies and passwords from Internet Explorer, Firefox, Thunderbird, Windows Live
Mail, Outlook, Chrome and Opera. It also follows mouse movements, records keystrokes,
accesses camera and microphones, and obtains geolocations via theWifi-interface scanning
for other routers.46 This information about ProxySG, X-KEYSCORE, and RCS indicates the
varied and complex ways that governments control and infiltrate digital devices.

Technosocial consequences

In addition to technological means, the Sudanese government uses a discourse of morality.
The context and history in Sudan has shaped how the government (and activists) engage
in technosocial politics surrounding digitally-enabled communications. For example, the
Sudanese government’s use of rhetoric of Islam in the interest of national security to
control its citizens from moral infractions can be dated to 1989. Couched in shari’a law,
the NCP “controls” and “defends” the morality of the Sudanese people through Islamic
legal and disciplinary measures such as the Criminal Code of 1991. With the advent of
social media, which not only came from this “West”, but appealed largely to youth, the
NCP initiated a public discourse of immorality and fear attached to socials media.
Before Facebook, text-messaging was disparaged as the cause of sexually-promiscuous
youth.47 Public announcements issued by the ulama religious authority urged parents
to monitor their children’s communications. The National Telecommunications Corpor-
ation established a hotline for parents to report on concerns about new media.

The government also more actively has used the internet to intercept people. In early
2011, the NCP formed a “Cyber Jihad” unit with around 200 fulltime employees48 to
monitor dissent groups’ communications on Facebook and to sabotage online protest
movements. The Cyber Jihad Unit, trained in Malaysia and India, was used to hack
accounts and track the growing number of Bloggers (from 70 to 300 in 2012) in
Sudan.49 Efforts to control information have manifested in the use of physical violence.

In one incident on 30 January 2011, the Cyber Jihad allegedly staged a fake demon-
stration known as “Protesting Youth for Change”. According to interviews an estimated
100 protestors were “arrested even before the demonstration started”,50 detained for 10–
20 days, and allegedly tortured. In September 2013, according to Amnesty International
at least 200 people were killed by police in a popular protest against rising bread and
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petrol prices.51 According to an interview with an IT activist and blogger,52 this signalled a
new and more deadly approach to dissent from the ruling NCP. Whether true or false,
across interviewees who participated in this opposition, there was a shared sense of cer-
tainty that protest equalled death. NISS thus appears to combine “older” techniques of
oppression and fear mongering with newer digital technologies to control citizens. The gov-
ernment does not hide its efforts to control and modify the internet. In 2011, the following
image was provided by the government when opening blocked websites (Figure 1).53

In 2014, the government announced it would “double its efforts to filter […] negative
websites […] ‘containing pornographic materials’ or those promoting ‘drugs, weapons,
alcohol, gambling and insults against Islam.’”54 The internet is controlled in Sudan, and
government opponents are aware, but do not know the extent of it. This image is an
easy way to spread the threat of control and rumours of internet censorship: “The govern-
ment employs a huge number of Chinese to monitor the internet in Sudan,”55 we were
told. It was widely rumoured that the government not only blocked connections –
which is a much easier process – but also monitored their secure (https/SSL) connections.
From its access to surveillance technologies to its Cyber Jihad Unit to its concern for dis-
sident content, the Sudanese government has a multi-level approach to sustaining its
legitimacy and the current social order, attempting to thwart the construction of an
alternative vision by hindering communication and morally stigmatisation. It stigmatises
new technologies as immoral, a discourse used even against apolitical movements.

Nafeer

The case of Nafeer offers insight into how the Sudanese government has sought to control
the shaping of truth and knowledge, even in response to movements with a purportedly
apolitical mobilisation. The government first opposed the movement and later attempted

Figure 1. Blocked website notification.
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to appropriate it. Nafeer mobilised around a natural disaster. Personal interviews with vol-
unteers revealed the intention of the volunteers was not a digital opposition per se,
however, the government efforts to control Nafeer led to its politicisation. This resulted
in a representation of a counterpublic, an artefactual product of technology, increasingly
perceived as a threat to government legitimacy.

Nafeer as a work group

In late summer of 2013, during the rainy season, the Nile overflowed its banks, a usual
occurrence for that time of year. This time the amount of water was catastrophic, submer-
ging a number of low-lying neighbourhoods in Khartoum, displacing or affecting around
180,000 people56 by the third week of rain. The government denied there was a serious
emergency and stagnated on issuing permission to UNOCHA and other aid agencies to
provide relief, even appearing on TV to reproach people for building houses close to
the river. A local and independent youth initiative called Nafeer, meaning “trumpet” or
“call to work” in Arabic, organised in response. A nafeer as a work group is a long-standing
social institution in northern Sudan. Community work groups spring up around a variety
of needs, predominantly agriculture, such as weeding fields or harvesting crops, but also
cleaning houses or digging a well.57 It is a cultural institution that is not anchored to a
specific private or communal purpose, and relies on an ideology of mutual support and
solidarity. In agriculture, it is organised around existing social groups, such as patrilineal
or affinal kin, neighbours or religious groups. Participants work on rotation, providing
spontaneous labour when needed. They are initiated by the party needing the service,
who serves as the temporary headman. This status dissolves after the nafeer concludes
its work. It often is accompanied by slaughtering an animal for feasting, oral poetry
and music. It relies heavily on trust, premised upon mutual reciprocity and voluntary
action.

Initially Nafeer, organised through digital media such as Facebook (see Figure 2),58 was
not vastly different from other apolitical charity initiatives set up by youth activists in
Khartoum. It was symbolically represented by the hands of its Facebook profile in the
colours of the Sudanese flag, shown above, and the government more or less tolerated
and sometimes even supported Nafeer. Groups existed before and during the rise of
digital activism, raising funds for a children’s cancer hospital, cleaning a park next to
the Nile, or renovating a school, all with an open and participatory model.59 Nafeer appro-
priated digital tools to realise a work group to provide flood relief. A young software engin-
eer, Abeer Khairy, designed the initial Ushahidi map that was used. She and others were
involved in other community-based initiatives for social change, also based on an open
source concept. The original volunteer group consisted of 70 members, who were con-
nected through existing social networks. Initially, the Ushahidi map was used to
publish the location of flooded areas to NGOs60 and information about collapsed buildings
and sewage-contaminated water. Nafeer set up their operations in the offices of a local
NGO to channel crowd-sourced funds, and use their computers and internet. It differed
from a customary nafeer in that it did not have a “closed” structure based in expectations
of reciprocity, but an “open” one that integrated activists based on skills and forged trust
among them. In order to organise a large volunteer base, it needed a command structure.
To quote again from Glade:
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[…] the core leadership created a series of committees focused on various tasks—planning,
health, and environment, volunteer training, and surveys make up a few. These committees
were generally led by older members who had experience in the fields discussed; indeed, the
group tended to defer to experience […]. At the same time, the policies instituted rarely came
from the top. Rather, Nafeer encouraged a deliberative democratic process of decision
making in which experienced volunteers created the standards.61

But even these standards were reflexively applied. In one case, volunteers were supposed to
carry out health surveys in a highly impoverished community, but they felt surveys were
the wrong technology for the task. This observation led to a change in policy; a needs
assessment that replaced surveys. The translation process did not seek to fit realities to
a pre-set format; rather circumstances influenced the technology adopted. This meant
Nafeer’s activities did not stray too far from the needs of the people. As Glade suggested,
“the process of trust building and deliberative decision making had to be renewed in a con-
stant process, throughout Nafeer’s operations […]”.62 The work of upholding the incre-
mental democratic process apparently slowed their operations but meant that the
system held together, was trusted and credible.

Nafeer as a network

During the relief effort, Nafeer’s volunteer base exploded to around 8,000 volunteers, with
an estimated 2,000–3,000 volunteers working regularly.63 The original volunteers were
involved in the activist movements described above, as well as more overtly political
groups, such as Change Now and Girifna.64 This enabled them to mobilise a larger, net-
worked support system based on social media links. As Vokes and Pype, and Pype
observe,65 media enhanced networks or “contacts” are critical in African contexts for
mobilising support for occasional and varied purposes. In Sudan, such is indeed the
case as was shown for text messaging among youth.66

Figure 2. Facebook profile of Nafeer.
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This opened channels that could be used to source information and money from the
public at large and through transnational networks. Nafeer set up multiple Facebook67

and Twitter pages and also a hotline to which even the government emergency (Civil
Defence Hotline) calls were routed since Nafeer was mobilising aid more quickly than
the government. While content could be sent via Facebook, the network was made acces-
sible to a broader off-line public through the hotline. Phoned-in reports of need were
translated into maps of highly affected areas, which were used by supply distribution
teams who delivered plastic shelters, food, drinking water and medical supplies. Volun-
teers also communicated needs from more peripheral areas to the centre through the
Nafeer App, a smartphone app survey that used GIS, LBS and VAS technologies to
report location and request services.68 Also, individual reports outside such areas were
posted on Facebook and Twitter so that anyone nearby could respond according to the
ethos of community support that Nafeer promoted. As Nafeer’s map designer Khairy
said in an interview, “Just having a platform of data is not engaging enough”; it must
be open and participatory.69

Most often, these technologies were used for internal communication among the vol-
unteers. The network grew but the work remained goal-oriented and practical. Inter-
national links became necessary to enable the use of technologies that were not
available in Sudan due to US software sanctions. At the centre of operations, a table
with phones was set up to translate incoming reports into spreadsheets of data, to then
be inputted into Ushahidi. Ushahidi was limited because it provided only a cluster map
and not pattern recognition. To make data useful, it had to be mined: data needed to
be analysed with Google Earth or GIS. The Ushahidi map also could not show the
extent of the flooded areas, contrasting with a satellite map, and proved less useful than
manual ad-hoc problem solving.

Nafeer was in contact with the blogger Helena Puig Larrauri, a former Sudan United
Nations Development Program (UNDP) employee, who put them in touch with
UNDP. UNDP in turn had access to NASA satellite maps through a charter for major dis-
asters. They sent images to Nafeer via email. Data sourced from incoming phone calls in
the form of an excel spreadsheet were forwarded to a Standby Task Force volunteer in
Scotland, who had access to Google Earth. Standby Task Force is a global digital volunteer
network that provides distant support for crowdsourcing, mapping, and analysis.70 This
volunteer translated data into a pie chart, and then layered the data and density of
phone calls onto satellite maps. He spoke no Arabic and had to patch together information
using Google Translate to yield pie charts and statistics that could then be sent back in a
pdf format to Nafeer. The pie chart analysed need, a person’s location, damage, and
specific items such as clothes, mosquito nets and plastic sheets that were targeted to places.

Actionable data thus required a network of volunteers who were linked with several
other NGOs and community initiatives, with diaspora networks channelling money, as
well as international aid agencies, UNDP and NASA, and the digital volunteer in Scotland.
This made for a complex assemblage of personnel, technologies, knowledge and money.
As one volunteer described it: “It was chaos, a table with a bunch of laptops on it, a
pile of donated clothes in a corner, a huddle of people talking in another corner, [one
of the organisers] dictating over the people on laptops.”71

Initially, it seems difficult to label this work group - turned into a network of highly
interdependent and interpersonal links - a public, defined as a forum for open
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participatory communication. It was an open network system in its personnel, but it was
also closed in the sense that much of the practical work of collecting, classifying and
mining data happened through “older” technologies, specifically email, Microsoft Excel
and Adobe, with manual remediation of content in turn making it useful. Also, while
Nafeer had multiple Facebook pages, it soon abandoned its public page and relied on
the private groups for organising. Examining how information was managed through
its chain of actors, we found information was often confined to closed circles and designed
for immediate hands on action.

Digital Nafeer as semiotic object

While Nafeer’s activities were executed primarily through closed networks, other events
unfolded that placed Nafeer in a more public spotlight. In a parallel technological trans-
lation, Nafeer made headlines as a civil initiative. Facebook was instrumental in creating
this image. As of August 2016, the English version of Nafeer’s website had 7,320 “likes”
while the Arabic version had 65,135 “likes”. A public, when defined as a discursive
space for open dialogue and knowledge production, pertains more closely to the interme-
dial enthusiasm that arose about Nafeer than a feature of Nafeer itself. The practical activi-
ties of Nafeer informed the mass-mediatised and deliberative aspects which translated
Nafeer into a semiotic object, a “chronotope of media” as defined by Vokes and Pype.72

A chronotope is semiotic model, which brings “together new configurations of people,
space, time, dreams, desires and beliefs”, and evokes new forms of personhood and com-
munities. Digital Nafeer was a narrative for action, indexing an ethos of broad partici-
pation, community support and empowered persons in the past, and new hope for the
future.

Nafeer was widely praised in the media for its coordinated and efficient disaster
response when the government failed.73 The New York Times depicted the volunteer
team as it would a streamlined corporate office.74 Humanitarian organisations such as
UNOCHA and academics in the diaspora also commended Nafeer for its success.
Bashri wrote about it as a fifth estate, a “vast and robust media landscape”75 and parallel
“market of information” bypassing traditional media outlets, in order to “share unfiltered
information without being hindered by political or editorial constraints”.76 She concluded
Nafeer was able to mobilise an alternative public sphere through its use of ICTs, or, for
those offline, through a trickle-down effect, that is, non-digitised networks.

While early on Nafeer was a networked coalition, ultimately this movement was drawn
from different parts of society and was described as an initiative that managed to bridge
social boundaries. Glade77 argues that Nafeer, which at first relied heavily on Facebook,
grew along networks of people in similar socio-economic spheres, but over time appealed
to a broader coalition of people through word of mouth, and across traditional social
spheres. A report about Nafeer on national Blue Nile television station broadened aware-
ness of it through mass media. Also, although Nafeer was perceived as anti-government, it
was open and many of its volunteers were in fact supportive of the ruling NCP. Nafeer’s
apolitical stance meant that it could coordinate with some parts of the government such as
the Ministry of Health.78 The discursive space that emerged from Nafeer’s activities was
highly contingent on mass media, and participants in these wider discussions could join
the volunteer force that was inclusive of, but not defined by, social media.
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The growing threat of Nafeer

Nafeer’s success in providing humanitarian relief, while initially a practical convenience
for the government, soon became an embarrassment in the representational sense.
When Nafeer began mobilising funds, the NCP “forced” all NGOs to contribute finan-
cially. At the same time, the NCP falsely accused Nafeer of holding onto crowdfunded
donations and vilified it for its transnational links. The epistemological assumptions of
Open Knowledge are not supported even when communication appears apolitical.
“Open” when applied to a public crisis means a risk of alternative narratives of what
has happened. At this level, the aerial view of a crowdmap combined with satellite
imagery and Facebook content posed a threat to long-standing epistemologies over knowl-
edge production and control, by a paternal and paranoid state.

When denouncing Nafeer failed to garner public support, the NCP attempted to co-opt
its activities. When Nafeer was in full swing delivering supplies to affected neighbour-
hoods, the NCP forced Nafeer’s volunteers to wear pro-NCP t-shirts bearing the party
image and to use government trucks for aid delivery. This backfired. Popular anger
against the government for its early inaction resulted in incidents in which volunteers
were attacked for having worn NCP t-shirts, appearing as government employees. The
government’s Humanitarian Affairs Commission then sought to institutionalise
Nafeer’s ad-hoc volunteer network into an organisation that could be monitored and sub-
jected to government control, but Nafeer was not interested. Rather, the network dissolved
when the crisis subsided.

The government’s various reactions suggest its perceived threat was not because Nafeer
was overtly political or because of the use of digital technology to create a participatory
initiative. Nafeer’s image as a counterpublic challenged the NCP’s legitimacy because it
transcended controllable circuits of knowledge. The name Nafeer was previously used
for hailing a counterpublic – Nafeer is the name of a Nuba diaspora newsletter that pro-
moted a discourse of “resistance” and “survival” in opposition to the government.

Nafeer exposed the government’s fragile hold over knowledge production and infor-
mation dissemination. Certain features of this image of a counterpublic made this more
acute: visibility, community ownership, transparency and time stability. First, although
the map was abandoned early on, data from marginalised areas was visually mapped
and displayed online. This exposed neighbourhoods ignored by the government.
Second, the somewhat amorphous, decentralised and reflexive structure of the group,
not to mention its exponential growth in the size of its volunteer networks, made it
hard to control as a tangible unit. This worked against the command structure pro-
moted by the state, through nepotism and patronage. Third, the process was highly
transparent and accountable. At first, reports were posted on Facebook and Twitter
as well as called in. On Facebook, volunteers, in return, posted photos and regular
budget updates, which helped donors to trust that money would be used for its intended
purposes. Lastly, Nafeer dissolved after the crisis. Its personnel, map, network and
infrastructure were disbanded but it left nonetheless a powerful capacity for mobilising
and a fixed image of citizen empowerment in people’s minds. It exposed the NCP’s
fragile hold over the crisis, thereby upsetting epistemological norms for the production
of knowledge. Following the trend since the Arab Spring, as detailed above, there is an
epistemic culture emerging through digital activism that builds on Sudanese social
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solidarity institutions, which does not depend on the state, but which the state is grap-
pling to keep under its control.

The development of a government-backed initiative known as the “Renaissance of
North Kordofan” supports this observation.79 Ahmed Haroun, indicted for war crimes
by the ICC and governor of North Kordofan at the time of writing, initiated a development
project in 2013 to revitalise infrastructures and institutions for foreign investment in
which local “participation” would be prioritised and informally promoted as a nafeer.80

Mahé considers it a semantic strategy of inclusiveness and coerciveness on the part of
the Kordofan authorities to evoke a “certain state of mind” for the “good” of the commu-
nity.81 It might serve as a means for the government to assert seemingly benevolent inten-
tions by appealing to a customary institution that is designed to benefit the poor (i.e. those
who cannot hire labour), and exploiting, co-opting and even taxing it in the interest of a
higher calling of the common good.82

Inadvertently, Nafeer, as a network of volunteers mobilising for relief, revealed and
contested certain power dynamics. Digital Nafeer challenged the NCP’s monopoly over
information and capacity to harness the power of the crowd. This was possible through
the use of different communication technologies – private Facebook pages, mobile apps,
mapping software and an ad-hoc network of volunteers – in contrast to the glorification
of Nafeer as a counterpublic in the mass media.

Conclusion

The control exercised by the Sudanese state, combined with challenges to and reactions by
the state with Nafeer, illustrate the potential for digital technologies to forge new spaces for
interaction and information in Sudan. As we have argued, the perceived threat to this
edifice of knowledge, the NCP’s measures to counteract this threat, and counter-measures
to the NCP can be seen as struggles over representation. As Gal andWoolard argued about
publics: “such representational processes are crucial aspects of power, figuring among the
means for establishing inequality, imposing social hierarchy, and mobilizing political
action”.83 We illustrated two empirical cases that threatened Sudan’s purported legitimacy,
defined as the control over knowledge, symbols, representation of power through violent
and suppressive means.

The example of Nafeer aptly illustrated how digital technologies enabled the movement
to mobilise faster and more efficiently than the government, threatening its monopoly over
knowledge and inadvertently exposing its fragile hold on legitimacy. Nafeer was made
famous in part because of its original Ushahidi map, which was popularised as a testimo-
nial to the government’s neglect and questioned the government’s version of “reality”. Yet,
this original Ushahidi map proved less helpful in generating actionable data, revealing a
gap between the purpose of technology and how local actors engaged with it. Inclusion
was based on networks of skilled and connected people who knew how to use social
media platforms, and on trust and personal security. Nafeer worked in part because
social media technologies evoked the chronotope of an older architecture of relationships
and knowledge structures. Nafeer effectively connected its core group with the broader
ideology of solidarity. The argument that comes from this is that the power of technology
is enabled by humans, and their imagination, hope, expectations and fears about what
technology does for them. Our discussion of Sudan’s technical and political infrastructure
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in Sudan helped to situate Nafeer’s reaction to government interference. This is because of
the history of suppression, and the fear and power that is related to technosocial
interactions.

We showed that on the one hand, governments are purchasing and exchanging surveil-
lance technology. In the quest for security, they even do this over borders of perceived
ideological differences, cutting across their own policies. In order to uphold its monopoly
over knowledge and to maintain its legitimacy, the Sudanese government combines its
technological capabilities with actual violence such as arrest and torture, a morality dis-
course, and threatens digital counterpublics which in turn support self-censorship,
digital abstinence and emigration.

By examining what actors do with technologies, we have revealed their epistemological
concerns and interests, which may run counter to expectations. That the CIA shares secur-
ity technology with the state contradicts Google’s sharing privacy and security technology
with civil society. The NCP’s use of monitoring software to root out terrorists suggests the
capacity to also use it for repressive purposes on its own people. Digital mobilisations must
be carefully managed in Sudan, or risk both closure and individual persecution. The core
epistemological assumption of open-source and open-knowledge is the idea that aggre-
gated data or the “aerial view” of a situation is more transparent and trustworthy than
linear, networked knowledge. The aerial view provided by satellite maps from NASA pre-
sented the NCP with a challenge not only to their capacity to see from a sovereign view-
point, but also because such knowledge came from machinery and images over that of
trusted and known sources. This is extremely important in Sudan, where knowing is con-
tingent on the source of information through trust, history and proof. As we relayed, the
NCP plays off this cultural feature as it exploits discourses of morality and fear surround-
ing new media.

As much as digital publics and counterpublics are heavily constrained within the
repressive Sudanese context, the cases reveal that their absence is not a given, considering
the work involved in upholding legitimacy. Both state legitimacy, and counterpublics that
challenge it, are constructed and ordered representations made to cohere as “reality”
through the production and contestation of a legitimate order. This work revealed the fra-
gility of this “reality” and the struggle over knowledge production posed by new digital
technologies.
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